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Prologue
“Braigon my love, our child is kicking!” Grabbing her husband’s hand, Cassandra pressed it to her
swollen belly. She pulled back her long brown hair, twirling a strand while staring into Braigon’s green
eyes. Lying together, warm and comfortable, tucked away in the safety of their castle bed chambers,
it seemed to her that the only time she could connect with him these days was when she spoke of
their child.
“Are you sure? Wait! I can feel it!” Caressing her stomach where the child had kicked last, he poked
the spot, trying to illicit another thump from inside. “There it goes again!”
“You will be a wonderful father, my love.”
Smiling at the thought of impending parenthood, the clanging of alarm bells from the courtyard broke
Braigon’s reverie. Raising an eyebrow at his wife, he marveled at how simple it had been to convince
Cassandra that nothing had changed.
Swinging his legs out of bed, in one smooth motion as his feet touched the cold flagstones, Braigon
threw the regal purple tunic and gold plate armor over his shoulders. Muscles flexing in the full-length
mirror, he shook his head at the sight of his form, an elf lord with all the trappings. Reaching for his
sword, he recalled hearing that it owned magical properties, and he intended to demand that someone train him in swordsmanship. Fastening the ornate belt buckle, the sheathed blade became a
comforting weight on his hip. Winking at his reflection, he glanced over with a shrug. “Duty calls!”
“It is late, my love. Can you not stay for a little while longer? Your wife needs some attention too.”
“It’s time for you to sleep. Our baby needs its mother well rested.” Outer garments and hooded dark
green cloak in place, Braigon exited the bedchamber without looking back. Now I am the elf lord. I
wonder who I can torment today.
“My Lord!” His personal guard snapped to attention as the door flew open. “The Rangers have returned from a skirmish with the goblins. They have two new prisoners!” Striding down the hallway
after them, Braigon couldn’t help but laugh to himself.
***
Assaulting the walls of Thantos with gale force blasts, the north wind had bullied the travelers as they
marched, each jerking step through the ocean of snow a searing agony. Hearing the gates slam shut
behind them to block the harshest winter air from further penetrating their bones was a welcome relief, but the Rangers and their prisoners were still freezing as they waited between the inner and outer
fences. Grim-faced and sullen, both captors and captives knew the final dance had begun. Brandishing swords and clubs, the elves began warming their blood by pushing the roped goblins back and
forth, laughing at their discomfort.
“On your knees!” hissed Razz Borrow, towering over the captives. The Elf Champion had recently
been promoted to the position of Senior Advisor to the Elf Lords, and he basked in the glow of his
new role. Sheathing his elf blades into the scabbards hanging from his back, Razz grabbed the rope
leashing the captives, wrapping it around his fist before tugging hard, causing one of the goblins to
lose his balance and fall. The larger of the two prisoners, this goblin had been the leader of the group
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they were chasing through the forest. Grinning with savage amusement, Razz observed the goblin’s
face bounce off the frozen ground.
“Shard … winning … war. All elves … pay … with life!” Spitting bits of snow and dirt from his mouth,
the goblin communicated his rage in broken Allegiance tongue. Refusing to kneel, instead he jerked
back on the rope tied around him with all his strength, regaining his footing as he saw what appeared
to be an important elf approaching. I will kill one of these elves before I die…
Observing the altercation unfolding as he came closer, Braigon stepped through the doorway cut into
the inner space, joining the Rangers between the walls. The temptation to accompany these elves in
their fun was strong.
“Filthy goblin scum!” As Braigon arrived, the goblin’s guard dropped for a moment and Razz landed
an uppercut flush on the prisoner’s jaw. Teeth dripping out of his now bloody mouth, the unconscious
goblin fell limp on the ground. Still furious at the prisoner’s words, Razz pulled back on the rope,
letting it dig into his defenseless captive’s neck. Not caring, he began kicking the prone goblin with his
battle-hardened boots.
Emotionless at the scene unfolding in front of him, Braigon’s cold eyes contemplated whether he
should stop his champion or let him kill the vile green creature. Noticing several of the Rangers expecting a reaction, the elf lord regained control of the situation.
“Enough! I need the prisoners alive. Take them to the torture chamber.”
“Yes Lord Uanor!”
Waiting for Razz and the other Rangers to lead the prisoners away before he spoke with the guards
at the gate, Braigon’s patience wore thin. Without a thought, he snarled at the sentries standing at
attention.
“Open it! I am checking our defenses … alone. You did not see me here tonight, your family’s lives
are in the balance!” Pulling the hood over his face and making sure the cloak covered his armor,
he stepped through the gate into the howling blizzard. Disappearing into the blowing snow beyond
the outer palisades, the elf lord knew he was behind schedule. I am running late. They better still be
there.
The freezing night became unbearable. The wind dropped the mid-winter temperatures well below
comfortable levels. Trudging closer to the snow-covered forest to try and gain some shelter, Braigon’s body shivered as if trapped in an ice cave. Covering his face from the cold wind, stumbling
through the deep snow, he set his jaw and thought only of reaching the destination. In the distance
he saw torches lit along the wooden fences erected around the perimeter of the farmlands and hamlets surrounding Thantos. Sentries patrolling at close intervals, the town lived in a perpetual state of
emergency. Braigon was unhappy with inheriting the poor state of affairs in this war and the truth of
the goblin’s words echoed in his ears. The elves are losing this war. I should find a goblin chieftain to
morph into and finish them myself.
Keeping his head down to avoid recognition, his hands grew so cold he was unable to continue
grasping the cloth around his head. Tucking his arms under the cloak to keep warm, the frozen elf
worked his way towards the Village of Karn, making out the inn lights through the darkness and trees
as he got closer.
Grabbing the large cold iron ring of the inn door, he yanked on it with no effect. Frustrated he pounded on the door with both fists. “Hurry up! I am freezing out here!”
“Easy on the door, stranger! I’m coming!” Braigon heard a muffled voice before the viewing grill slid
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open, snapping shut with a bang. After the thumping of the deadbolts, the door swung wide to reveal
the innkeeper standing in the flickering candlelight. “What can I do for you, stranger?”
“It’s clear I need a place to stay, innkeep. How much for a room?” Looking around the dining hall to
make sure he was alone, Braigon produced the medallion hanging from his neck under his clothing.
The bronzed cast of a lizard’s head with distinctive bulging eyes glinted in the candlelight.
“You’re late, Melog” hissed the innkeeper, a short elf with medium length blonde hair dressed in a tan
shirt and patch leather pants with a matching leather cap. Eyeglasses framing his pudgy face were
hooked onto long bent ears. Everything about the innkeeper looked normal except for the green tint in
his eyes and his permanent twisted smile. “The others are waiting for you below. You would do well to
get down there quickly!”
Ignoring the innkeeper’s attitude, Melog lifted the trapdoor at the back of the dining area and found
his way to the basement. The musty smells of charcoal and vegetables mixed with drying meat and
spices filled his nose as he descended the stairs. The inn was well known to him. When he infiltrated
elf society, the unsuspecting guests who came to the inn looking for a place to stay the night were his
first victims. He recalled arguing with the innkeeper about whom he or the other doppelgangers could
attack. How many of us have used this inn as a base to begin our journey?
“Lord Uanor! How lovely of you to join us tonight.” The sarcasm in Doonta’s voice was impossible to
miss. Ever since usurping the elf lord’s body and life, Melog’s stature among the doppelgangers carried more weight. With that notoriety came immense jealousy and hatred from others in the society of
lizard creatures. Doonta and Garba, still in their scaly natural forms, hovered over the two bound and
gagged elf females lying on the floor of the storage room. They gared with cold contempt, waiting for
direction from their detested leader.
“You captured both of them! Excellent work.” Smiling at the less than respectful greeting, Melog ignored the sarcasm. It pleased him to see the local servant and duma alive, staring back at him with
fear and confusion. “Did either of them give you much trouble?”
“They offered little resistance,” hissed Garba, smirking and running his scaly hands along the servant’s terrified face. Her eyes filled with tears, recognizing that the end had arrived.
“Why must we morph into these lowly servants?” Mind-melding with the captives earlier, Doonta had
found little useful or interesting in their lives. “Is this part of your master plan or are you wasting our
time?”
“I need more allies at the castle!” hissed Melog, unable to maintain his regal voice in the face of
Doonta’s resistance. The questioning had become an irritant he could do without. “I want help from
you during the birth. Listen to me now!”
“Garba shall be the duma!” laughed Doonta, slapping Garba on the back of the head.
“Fear not, either of you.” Ignoring the cries of protest from Garba, Braigon commanded silence with a
raised hand. “I will find you both better positions later. There are plenty of powerful victims at the elf
court whose lives you can usurp when the time is right. For now we must work together to bring this
child into the world!”
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I
A New Adventure
“Blast it, Angus. Remind me again why we’re here?” Whispering to his partner in crime, Ragnar’s
beard fluttered in the night breeze. Talented thieves with years of experience, Ragnar had specific
skills as a bandit and was finding this escapade more of a challenge than expected. “There must be
an easier way.” Grumbling under his breath, he stared out at their target across the courtyard far below.
Since the Heroes of Karth had battled the shade, it was clear that its venomous infection had taken
hold. Their bodies looked and felt as if they might be turning into shades themselves. The indications
were becoming obvious and none of them appeared immune. Their skin was starting to rot. They
heard voices in their heads. But they were also discovering that not every symptom of the venom is a
terrible hardship. Controlling the darkness is a useful skill for any thief, on any job where concealment
is an important part of the strategy.
“Well, well, Brother. Is that shade venom turning your beard yellow? I didn’t know that was one of its
effects.” Grinning from his perch on the rampart, Angus lowered the dark cloud cloaking him enough
that his face was visible. Gripping the inn roof with both hands, the gnome didn’t want to fall. It was
a long way to the ground. Ragnar was hesitating now and Angus knew why. “Davissor says we need
the magic cubes to help us on our quest. Are you going to tell him you surrendered to your fear of
heights, or should I?”
“Pipe down, little one. I’m starting to appreciate the foolhardiness of the plan. My years of experience
are giving me pause.”
“Aim for the center beam, my friend. If you can hit it, we will both be fine.” Peering down at his partner, Angus gave him an affectionate wink. The chosen beam needed to be strong enough to hold the
dwarf. He had gained a bit of weight from all the ale they had drunk over the last two months spent
sitting around enjoying the fruits of their previous adventure. The elves had paid well for the services
of the Heroes of Karth. No one would have argued if the crew decided to take a longer break, but
when it was time to go back to work, they were each jostling to be first.
“Thuk!” The dwarf bandit’s crossbow bolt shot through the dark snowy night, finding the intended target. The rope snaked out behind it.
“Well, if Davissor says walk a tightrope then climb a tall building, I guess that’s what we do.” Fastening the end of the rope to the roof as tight as he could before stepping onto it with one foot to test its
sturdiness, the dwarf resigned himself to his fate. “You may lead, my brave but tiny friend!”
“Wait until I’m across before you heave your vast bulk onto the rope.” Chuckling as he peered out into
the snow, Angus’s blond hair waved in the wind. Going first was his preference. At least he knew he
would make it. “Take it slow when you start. That way the rope won’t be too surprised and will stretch
to support you.”
“Bah! Joke all you want, Angus! Davissor made us jump from a bridge much higher than this. I’ll be
fine even if I fall!” Snorting with bravado now, looking down at the ground Ragnar shuddered at the
thought.
“Suit yourself, my jolly brother.” Inching out on the tightrope from behind their shelter, Angus realized
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that the gusty cold wind and fluttering snow would make this crossing more challenging than he had
first imagined. But a dozen steps and several wobbles later, he had made it past the halfway point.
Freezing midstep when he saw two halfling sentries patrolling the lower wall that surrounded the
sheriff’s fortress approach, it was still difficult for him to remember the unnatural darkness that was
his camouflage. To anyone below, Angus might as well have been invisible on this dark and snowy
night. Gaining the base of the tower and scrambling over the rampart, he watched the guards talking
as they walked away. Sending a signal for Ragnar to start coming across, Angus began preparing his
climbing rope.
Dwarves aren’t built for this fancy prancy stuff! I’d rather break down the front door. Edging onto the
tightrope, holding his arms out to find his balance, the wind whipping his hair and beard and the snow
in his eyes were making Ragnar’s heart beat faster with every passing moment. Without warning the
rope swung one way, sending him in the opposite direction, his butt cheeks clenching hard enough to
turn ash into crystal. But refusing to rush, he regained his composure and kept taking each step at a
well-measured pace, doing his best to ignore the surroundings.
Come on, get moving Ragnar! Angus glanced at but tried not to watch the dwarf in case that was all
the incentive he needed to fall. The gnome couldn’t wait to tackle the next obstacle, climbing the tower. Swinging the grappling hook behind his head, Angus threw it with all his might. Two of the claws
caught on the sill of the window they wanted to enter. Tugging on the rope, it felt secure.
“Can you please hurry up? The night will be gone by the time you arrive!” Whispering with as much
volume as he dared, Angus let his impatience get the better of him and, waving at Ragnar, his arm
bumped the rope.
Stressed by the urgent tone in the gnome’s voice, the dwarf broke his concentration, his foot missing
the rope as it swung on the vibration from Angus’s arm. Losing his balance, as he tipped Ragnar felt a
strange pressure pushing against his body. “Angus! I’m going over!”
“Grab my hand, Ragnar!” Realizing what his carelessness had initiated, Angus forgot all about being
stealthy. Reaching out as far as he dared, the gnome had a faint hope that his friend might somehow
leap the last twenty feet towards him before he fell.
Why am I not falling? Shifting his weight within the darkness enveloping his body, something was
keeping Ragnar suspended, giving him the opportunity to regain his balance. Settling back onto his
feet, he took a moment to gather his wits. Remembering to breathe, the dwarf walked the rest of the
rope with extra care.
“You always did have a flair for the dramatic.” Angus couldn’t believe what he had just witnessed. “By
the way, how did you not fall?”
“Your guess is as good as mine, brother. But I think I prefer that over the nasty drop that should have
happened!” Hearing the guards approaching again, they enveloped themselves in thick darkness as
Ragnar jumped down next to the waiting gnome. “It would be nice if something could lift us up the
tower!”
“Alright, let’s get going. We can think about this later over a tankard. If there is a later!” Pulling himself
knot by knot up the rope, Angus hoped his friend wouldn’t have too much more difficulty reaching their
destination.
***
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“Come to the Gates of Palos!”
Every night! That blasted voice is back every night! Turning his head to look at Garrett, Ahira saw
the subtle nod confirming that the knight had heard the voice as well. The urge to follow the call was
becoming stronger by the day.
Ahira, Garrett and Davissor were enjoying a tankard of ale and a puff on a pipe by the fire while waiting for Angus and Ragnar to return from their mission. Popping with joy, the campfire threw a shower
of sparks into the air and Davissor caught the nod out of the corner of his eye.
“You guys aren’t still hearing that voice in your head, are you?” Examining his black top hat, the halfelf leader of the mercenary band was more concerned with not getting his black silk suit, white shirt or
fancy red cloak dirty. Davissor could tell his adventurer brothers were holding information back from
him. It was his job as the leader of the Heroes of Karth to know when his crew had a problem, and he
didn’t need any special magic to see that something was up. His group had begun acting mysterious
after their battle with the goblins at the cave. Wiping snow from the brim of the hat before setting it
down on the log beside him, the mage took a sip of his ale while focusing on his colleagues. They
don’t even realize how guilty they look. C’mon boys, you know I know there’s something going on.
“Voice in my head? That would be weird indeed.” Making an effort not to look at anyone as he spoke,
Garrett became very interested in the scratches on his boots. Letting his long brown hair fall over
his face, the muscular human realized that the boots weren’t that interesting. Coughing as if he had
something stuck in his throat, he switched focus to his hands. The persistent cough and peeling skin
were also symptoms his companions had been experiencing ever since the shade’s attack in the
cave.
“Davissor, if we had been hearing voices we would have told you.” Masking his denial in a façade of
annoyance, Ahira deflected the mage’s probing as well as he could. Still wearing in his heavy chain
armor, the dwarf fiddled with the blade of his great battle-axe, looking at Garrett for support. “Are you
trying to find a reason to have us locked up? The Alliance would take no mercy on us, even though
we fight on their side.”
“Nobody would want to care for such a foul-tongued dwarf or his long-haired unhappy human friend!”
Davissor’s mouth cracked and they all began to laugh as the tension evaporated. I guess I’ll have to
give them a bit more time to spill the beans. I’ll pry it out of the gnome later.
“I expect Angus and Ragnar to be back soon,” said Garrett, changing the subject as he stood to
stretch. Staring into the snow-filled night sky towards the town and the sheriff’s wooden fortress, he
tried to look deep into the darkness. I wonder if they’ve alerted the entire township to their presence
yet.
“We’d better be ready to leave right away in case they bring trouble back with them.” Chuckling at
the thought, Davissor stood next to Garrett facing the direction of the fortress, his hand resting on his
katana hilt. “This wouldn’t be the first time Angus had someone chasing after him.”
“Tell me again why we can’t just gate to Rochdale, Davissor.” Pulling the helm down over his long
thick hair to block the wind, Ahira stretched his aching muscles. A stout dwarf with a red-brown beard,
draining his tankard he belched to make more room for a refill. “Sorry fellas, can’t let good ale go to
waste!”
“Weren’t you listening when he explained it before, Ahira? I think all that ale is affecting your ears.”
Wrapping himself in his blue cloak to thwart the probing wind, Garrett took the cue from Davissor and
began preparing for a hasty exit. Grabbing his great sword, he swung it up and over his shoulder to
fasten it on his back.
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“Listen here human, it just doesn’t make any sense to me! We can’t all have his deep understanding
of the mystical arts!”
“Well, my growling friends, as I have said several times before, the Moongates have limited range.
There are also limits to the amount of spiritual energy that I’m willing to spend. We will start at the
foot of the Snowy Owl Mountains to avoid goblin territory. The closest runestone I’ve placed means
that before we can gate to Rochdale we will need to get deep into Orc Helm.” Although tiring of the
repeated questions, Davissor wasn’t about to let the dwarf get under his skin and knew just how to
needle him back. “Besides, Dantor hired us to help with their orc problem. He’s our paymaster now
and wants us to scout the situation with them from the ground to see for ourselves what we will be up
against.”
“Blast you, Davissor! Dantor is a fool and you know it! He should have let us finish the orcs the last
time we battled them!” His face growing red at the mention of his rival’s name, Ahira still couldn’t believe that he agreed to travel back to the dwarven homeland to help him. If it wasn’t for the possibility
that the Runemasters held potential answers to their cursed affliction, he would be resting, tankard of
ale in hand, in the warmth of Whistlewood, the Heroes of Karth stronghold. “More than half my brethren are either dead or enslaved and now he wants our help.”
“Hey! I see bright lights on the tower. Those fools must have sounded the alarm. What a surprise!”
Garrett had finished organizing his pack and the sight of the twinkling lights provided the motivation
for the dwarf and mage to start doing the same.
“Alright boys, let’s get ready. We know what’s coming our way. I’ll prepare the Moongate!”

***
Reaching the tower window with Ragnar still some distance behind him, Angus was so excited he
couldn’t wait. Sneaking down the hallway encased in the shadow of darkness, only his blond hair was
visible. Stopping at the corner to the small circular stairwell leading to the Treasury door, the rogue
held out a tiny mirror attached to a wire apparatus, allowing him to manipulate its angle. Using it to
peer around the corner, he saw a heavyset halfling sentry leaning back on a wooden chair. The guard
looked bored but was awake and on duty. Turning to see Ragnar climbing in the window, he gave a
quick signal with his fingers.
Enveloped in darkness Ragnar slid past Angus, taking a position with a clear line of sight to the guard.
They heard a click as Ragnar squeezed the trigger and a tiny crossbow bolt exited the cloud of blackness, coming to rest with a solid thump in the guard’s neck. The poison’s effects were instant.
Jumping past the dwarf, Angus managed to catch the halfling before he fell backwards off his chair.
“Nice shot, Brother. I can already hear him snoring!”
“I hope he dreams well.” Grinning in the darkness, Ragnar reloaded his crossbow with another bolt as
he walked up the stairs.
Grabbing the projectile out of the guard’s neck, Ragnar pulled the halfling’s helmet down on his head
to hide the entrance wound; in the low light, it appeared as though he had fallen asleep at his post.
A few sharp twists of his lock-picking tools and Angus swung open the door to the Treasury, its welloiled hinges silent in the night. Striding into the chamber, the rogues locked the door behind them and
began scanning the contents of the room for their prize.
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“Light the lantern, Angus. I can’t see a blasted thing in here!” Rubbing at the missing eye under his
patch, Ragnar had noticed improvements in his eyesight since the shade infected him, but there was
no point guessing tonight. “It would help if I knew exactly what we were looking for.”
“My pleasure, Brother.” Angus lit the lamp, setting it as low as possible. Glancing around the room,
the compatriots marveled at the myriad open chests filled with gold and jewelry.
“I can’t believe this! There is more treasure here than I could have ever imagined. If I had known
about this place years ago, it might not be quite as full today.” Angus found the temptation to put
something in his pockets near overwhelming. Wide-eyed and sweaty, he began digging his hands in
the open chest in front of him. The feeling of gold coins running through his fingers was intoxicating.
“Angus behave! We aren’t those thieves anymore. We’re just here for one purpose! Help me find
these blasted cubes.” Experiencing the identical tightness in his stomach as Angus made it hard to
ignore that he too missed the good old days. “Come on! Help me find the box full of the winter solstice
decorations.”
“Not even one small bag? Brother? Self-denial isn’t a healthy philosophy!”
Ignoring his friend, Ragnar began sorting through the boxes and chests lining the back wall. Dragging
his feet away from the chest, Angus joined him in the search, all eyes now. Opening a box by the window, Angus gasped as he pulled out three large porcelain statues adorned with colorful glass balls.
“Hey Ragnar, do you remember these? The last festival in this town had many of these statues decorating the Great Hall, lighting the room with color. I wonder how they work?”
“Two small cubes. Angus? That’s all we have to… Never mind.” Reaching past the distracted gnome,
Ragnar found their prize. Stuffing the green cubes away in the bottom of his backpack, he headed for
the door. “Come on tiny! Let’s get out of here!”
“Ok, alright. Alright. I’m coming,” mumbled Angus, turning the small statues over and over in his
hands. Hearing the door open as Ragnar left increased his stubborn anxiety. “How do these things
light?”
“Forget that, you fool. I’ll check the stairwell.” Peering around the corner and down the hallway, Ragnar heard nothing beyond the guard’s continued snoring.
“Hey, look! I figured out how these statues work!” With a wide smile Angus came rushing out of the
room, bright red, green and yellow lights bursting from every crack and window behind him.
“Blast you, Angus, you son of an evil gnome! Run!”
***
Led on the trail by a pack of hunting dogs, the small posse of halfling deputies and the sheriff galloped hot on the heels of a pair of dark shadows spotted bolting from the Treasury. When lights began
bursting from the top of the tower, it became obvious to the entire town that their Treasury was being
ransacked. Riding Chatam ponies, the posse had no trouble keeping up with the dogs. A short, stout,
intelligent breed of horse, perfect for long chases, Chatam ponies are well muscled and covered in a
thick coat, able to pull their full body weight for short distances. The darkness and deep snow were
having little effect on the fast galloping tiny steeds.
“Those damn dogs have almost caught us!” Puffing and wheezing in the icy air, the sprint was not
Ragnar’s best event. With the darkness still wrapped around them, it was impossible for the deputies
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to spot them, but their tracks in the snow and their scent made it easy for the dogs to follow.
“Keep pumping your legs, Ragnar! We’re almost there! Davissor!”
“Hurry up boys! Garrett and Ahira have already left!”
Angus was next to make it to the Moongate, joining Davissor to jump feet first into the light. With a
growling, howling hunting dog right on his heels, Ragnar reached back with his crossbow, shooting
the dog point-blank in the chest. The beast crumpled on the ground, sound asleep. Rushing behind
his brothers in crime, the dwarf tripped in the snow but fell into the gate, the portal disappearing before three more dogs could catch him.
“That was cutting it close Ragnar! What is the meaning of causing all this ruckus!” Directing his mock
anger at Ragnar, Davissor was well aware that the gnome was to blame.
“Me? Angus was the fool who just had to play with the blasted decorations.” Lying on the ground trying to catch his breath, Ragnar had no energy left to argue further.
“Hey! Whoa guys, let’s not worry about who did what. Pointing fingers never solved anything! The
most important thing is we made it and nobody saw us.”
“I hope you remembered what you were supposed to get, or did you forget what it was during your
little party for two?” Shaking his head, Ahira was trying not to laugh.
“Brother! Have I ever failed you?” Grinning at the dwarf, Angus frowned. “Don’t answer that Garrett!”
“Right here!” Pulling the two green cubes from his pack, Ragnar handed them to Davissor and lay
back down on the ground. “Is there any ale left? I’m getting too old for this.”
***
“Keep digging boys!” Barking at his excavators deep underground, Baggot Hornblower strode
amongst his dwarven mining and exploration crew, cajoling and encouraging them to continue pushing forward. Hundreds of miles away from Rochdale, heading south towards the human lands of
Hathaway, they were but one of the many excavation teams employed by Dantor. Baggot had built a
solid reputation for progress by motivating his men to dig twice as fast as all the other crews on this
project. Discovering darkened crystals everywhere now, he believed they were getting close to their
goal.
Plop! Ching! Thud! Plop! Ching! Thud! The hammering of their pickaxes reverberated from every
direction as the miners tore across the cave floor, rocks and dirt falling out of their way, no match for
their strength of purpose. The plop of water dripping from the stalactites hanging above helped the
dwarves keep a good working rhythm. Echoes of their efforts through the open space revealed that
the cave in which they were digging was widening. This section was almost finished and would soon
be ready to intersect with the main tunnel of the railway system leading towards Hathaway.
With precision and clockwork, the team knew when to stop excavating and load their mining carts, removing most of the debris before continuing. Although their technique was fantastic and the dwarves
were experts at this type of work, their magical pickaxes were the main reason for the unnatural
speed of their progress.
Plop! Ching! Thud! Plop! Ching! Thud! Clik! Clik!
“Halt! Silence! What was that noise?” Raising his hand to stop the crew mid-stroke, foreman Talon
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Hammerpick stood ramrod straight, waiting for the echoes to subside.
“What noise, Talon? All I hear is the banging of my pickaxe,” replied Danny Slammerram, annoyed at
losing his momentum.
“What’s going on? Why have we stopped?” Not happy with the sudden work interruption, Baggot
came running over to his foreman.
“Talon is hearing things again!” Snickering to himself, Danny liked stoking the drama. “Did you add a
little something to your breakfast this morning, Talon?”
“If you’ll all just shut yer traps for a moment, you’ll hear it too.” Laying his pickaxe down, Talon motioned again for everyone to stay quiet.
Clik! Clik!
“There! You see!” Proud of himself now, Talon was still frowning. Hearing it hadn’t answered any
questions. “What is that noise?”
“I don’t see anything. I don’t smell anything. But what is that noise?” Recognizing that this could be a
real problem Baggot’s irritation faded, replaced by curiosity and concern.
Clik! Clik! Clik!
“I have heard said that this cave system is haunted,” said Baggot. “I’ve heard said that many a dwarf
mining crew has disappeared under mysterious circumstances. I never gave it much thought until
now but I suggest you all keep your eyes open. This could be the ghost!”
CLIK! CLIK!
“It’s getting louder now, boys. Prepare for the worst!”
KABLOOOOOM! Tearing through the cavern, the explosion deafened the dwarves as boulders and
rocks bounced around them, filling the cave with dust and debris, erasing at least a week’s worth of
work. But mining was of little concern to them now.
“RUN!” Baggot’s muffled yell was the last voice everyone heard as they scurried into a small side tunnel, the thick cloud of stone dust enveloping every open space.
CLIK! CLIK! CLIK
Am I alive? Disoriented in the dusty darkness, Baggot lay on his side trying to get his bearings. His
ribs and shoulder were throbbing. The clicking noise was echoing from somewhere beyond his feet.
Reaching out, he could feel the walls inside the small tunnel and hear sounds of movement. Trapped
under some rocks with his nose and mouth full of dust he lifted an arm and waved. “Hello! Is anyone
still alive? Can you get this boulder off me?”
“Baggot! You made it!” His headlight flashing in the clouds of dust, Talon moved to free his leader.
Within minutes he and a few others had removed the debris, allowing him to stagger to his feet.
“Thanks, boys. I don’t know how, but none of me seems to be broken.”
“Whatever is making that clicking noise is still out there,” whispered Danny, glancing up the tunnel.
Their hiding spot blocked from the main cave by piled boulders, it gave them a small level of assurance that for the short term they were safe and undiscovered.
“Blast! That thing destroyed days of work!” Shaking his head at the reality of the situation, Baggot saw
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more familiar faces stepping out of the gloom, helping to put the situation into perspective. “It looks
like most of us escaped at least!”
“I found no way out!” Returning from his exploration down the short passage, Dworn was the first to
reach the tunnel just before the explosion and had run to explore it deeper. “It’s a dead end.”
“What do we do now? Will one of us try to distract whatever that clicking thing is so that the rest can
escape?” Danny spoke in low tones but there was no mistaking the emotion in his voice.
“Easy Danny boy, we aren’t done yet!” Glancing over at Talon, Baggot nodded that it was time to let
the crew in on their back-up plan. “All this time, I’ve had a separate team working on an alternate
route while you guys cleared the main tunnel. They created a series of shafts with hidden entrances
to prevent them from being discovered!”
“You fools thought I was sneaking off to sleep or drink your ale rations when all the while I was managing this second crew. It’s a much smaller passageway but two people will be comfortable walking
side by side.” Confessing to the rest of the miners was a relief to Talon. The stress of keeping his
double duty a secret had been eating away at him since Baggot had asked him to run both crews.
“Talon, please accept our apologies. We’ve made a lot of jokes at your expense and you were always
such a good sport about it. I’m not sure I could have kept that secret myself. So, what are we waiting
for?” Grinning at the thought of Talon hiding this for so long, Danny had a newfound respect for his
foreman.
“Talon, can you lead us out of here? We must report this setback to Dantor!” Ushering everyone to follow Talon away from the clicking noise, Baggot shook his head again. “Dantor told me that the Heroes
of Karth were supposed to be joining us to evaluate the situation. Where are they when you need
them?”
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II
Hear My Prayer
The crystal splash of bells reminded Kalahni that the Gathering would be starting in one hour. Entranced by her fellow elves bustling about preparing for the event as the first chiming ended, she saw
crowds dressed in their most elaborate outfits and accessories. Examining the formal white priestess
robe, with silk woven so fine as to be transparent, her body was encircled with floral designs appearing to float. The flower tips were glowing with a golden hue enhanced by the blond hair flowing down
her back. Uncomfortable in the fancy priestess gown, she found the lack of the Moonguard uniform’s
familiar warmth unsettling. Morrowyn’s death had altered the course of her life, informing the choice to
forsake the duties of a Moonguard, wife and mother and turning her to prayer and the priestesshood
for support during the long period of mourning and penance. If I had been more faithful to the goddesses, Morrowyn would still yet live. To be closer to my child, with prayer she will feel my undying
love.
Hearing the booming notes of the final call signaling that the Gathering was starting, Kalahni stood
from her seat by the window, rushing to the main cathedral not far from her mother’s home in Thantos. Rising above all other buildings and the center of life in the elven town, the cathedral’s slender
tower was topped by a shining holy symbol. Studded with the four life crystals, the belfry contained
a massive set of silver bells. Gripping the holy symbol hanging around her neck on a silver chain,
Kalahni marveled at how pervasive the shape was in elf society, wondering how she had survived all
those years at Pinestone without it.
Attending The Gathering today, Kalahni would receive the Holy Spiritual Energies from the four life
crystals in the most important and sacred act of worship in elf religious ceremony. Her prayers of penance would continue until, dropping from exhaustion, she crawled back to her bed to relive the nightmares of the goblin battle until the morning light began stroking her to consciousness.
“There you are, Kalahni. You had me worried. I was about to send a patrol of guards to look for you.”
Trying hard not to display her irritation in front of the other priestesses, Norin knew her daughter was
in pain but the demeanor of the High Priestess prevented her from demonstrating any sympathy.
“Please accept my apologies High Priestess Tulaanos. I needed to be alone, so I went for a walk and
lost track of the time.”
“Child, if it is time for yourself you need, you will find no better place than in the cathedral garden.
There you will see many effigies of the goddesses to whom you should be praying.” Chiming in while
smirking at Norin, who was struggling to hide the embarrassment of her daughter’s tardiness, Inunis
basked in the glow of Kalahni’s appreciation.
“Thank you, High Priestess Brotah.” Remembering the cathedral garden from when she was younger,
the beauty of the trees and flowers planted within its stone walls had always left her awestruck. The
conservatory would make a fantastic sanctuary away from her mother who had been extra controlling
and smothering since her return.
“Let us hear the word of the Goddess Shifra!” shouted High Priestess Brotah, starting the sermon.
***
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Just in time! Wrapped in a worn Ranger cloak, an anonymous elf pushed through the cathedral doors
as the sermon began. Ignoring the few worshippers staring at him as he entered and trying to remain
inconspicuous as possible, he stopped to make it look as if he was dipping his fingers in the holy water, making the sign of the four life crystals as he was rolling his eyes under the green hood.
“Let us hear the word of the Goddess Shifra!”
Straining his neck to see over the heads of those standing in front of him, he found the target of his
desire. Kalahni was still his wife, though she had returned to her mother’s vocation. Struggling with
emotional turmoil, it had been several months since he had last been there with Llythwain, but he
wasn’t sure if enough time had elapsed. The annoying voice of his mother-in-law began demanding
the pious join her in the Rite of Penance. This was when all in attendance were to think about their
sins and wash them away. Thinking the thoughts and saying the words does not make the past disappear. Her sins are worse than one hundred of us and she still calls herself a high priestess.
“Everyone must join us for the prayer and hymn of the Adoration of the Goddess Silverymoon!” Signaling for the congregation to kneel while raising her hands to the sky, Inunis closed her eyes and
began incanting to her goddess.
It didn’t take long before the voices of the priestesses were mixing together as Llysander continued
his mental flagellation, focusing on Kalahni throughout the rest of the proceedings. Deciding at least
for now to remain hidden from her and Norin, he did his best to blend in with the worshippers. Growing sleepy as the homily droned on, it was at the point when they started with the Creed, addressing
the current concerns about the war with the goblins that his ears perked up while listening for any
valuable intelligence.
“The goblins!” shouted Norin, her voice reaching every corner of the room. “They are destroying our
lands and killing us! Oh goddess! We need your help supporting the lords defending us against their
onslaught!”
“Hear us, Goddess Silverymoon! Hear us Goddess Shifra!” Chanting while making the symbol of the
life crystals, the voices of the pious elves became one.
“The elf lands are rotting away! May the Moonguard and Rangers stop the spread of the curse and
lay a protective barrier across our borders unimpeded.”
“Hear us, Goddess Silverymoon! Hear us Goddess Shifra!”
“The undead are walking at night, while killing any that cross their path,” screeched the high priestess, reaching a fever pitch. “May we strike down all the filthy undead creatures and solve the mystery
behind the Night Walkers!”
“Hear us, Goddess Silverymoon! Hear us Goddess Shifra!”

***
Luck is with me tonight. I know where she is going. Leaving the cathedral as soon as it was appropriate, Llysander ran around the perimeter and watched Kalahni walk into the walled garden. Spectacular trees and plants filled the area, flourishing in an environment created by the priestesses’ construction of a magical arboretum allowing sunlight to bathe every corner while preventing the cold winter’s
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disruption. One of the most peaceful and sacred places in Thantos, Llysander made sure he saw no
one following him before slipping through the gate.
“Brpt!” Poking its head out from inside the Ranger’s warm shirt, a young squirrel stared wide-eyed at
the summery conditions outside her pocket sanctuary. Long tufts of red fur extending from her ears,
their movement matched the flicking of her fluffy tail. Llysander had a strong affinity for all the striped
and spotted squirrels of the forest around Pinestone, remembering they were Llythwain’s constant
companions as he and Morrowyn played games amongst the trees. All that felt like a lifetime ago.
“Hello, little one!” Moving to a thicket to get a better vantage point, he watched his wife kneel and pray
next to a statue of Silverymoon. Unwrapping some seeds from his pouch, Llysander encouraged the
tiny animal to sit up.
“Good girl.” Reinforcing the squirrel’s behavior and teaching it tricks for a few months, he intended
on giving it as a present to Kalahni but was sure Norin wouldn’t allow it in her home. The cathedral
gardens were the perfect habitat. He needed it to bond with his wife. “Go to her.”
Chirping as it hopped out of his hand, the red squirrel worked its way through the thicket and down
the garden path to Kalahni. It didn’t like leaving the safety of the Ranger’s pocket but trusted that he
would protect her.
Stiffening at a rustling behind her, it startled Kalahni to see a creature watching her from the edge of
the shrubs. The priestesses’ spells prevented wildlife from trespassing inside their walled garden.
“Sweet little one! How did you get in here?” Missing her home and the forest at Pinestone, the sight of
the squirrel reminded her of how things once were before the ogres took it all away, turning her world
upside down. Kalahni reached out her palm, entranced by this squirrel’s bravery.
“Brpt!” Inching closer, the squirrel nudged Kalahni with her nose before scooting away to gauge the
reaction. Feeling the warmth of her personality, it climbed onto her hand, allowing the elf to pick her
up for a better look.
No telling on me, little one! Smiling as he watched the interaction, Llysander couldn’t help but wish he
was the object of Kalahni’s affection. “One day, my love. I will win you back.”
“I think I will call you Stella!” Pleased with the idea of a new friend to spend time with in her quiet
sanctuary, Kalahni connected with the squirrel in an instant. “I will bring some treats for you. You
should be able to find enough to eat in here until I get back.”
Hearing the special words learned from the other elf promising treats, Stella chirped and sat down,
hoping for another morsel. The squirrel’s reaction made Kalahni suspicious. Turning to face the garden behind her, she tried to pierce the thick underbrush, looking for anything unusual. Llysander
couldn’t possibly have brought you here, could he?
***
“What a good morning it is!” Speaking to no one in particular, Jujube yawned as he stretched the
stiffness out of his body. Straightening his short brown robe, he slid one of the high shaman’s many
headdresses on his head to protect himself from the cool breeze swirling outside his hut. The mountain air was extra crispy at this time of year, with winter oscillating between its full anger and glory.
Standing at the entrance and staring out at the world reminded the goblin of the ogre shaman’s lair
and the locked iron bars of the portcullis. Seeing the early morning mist burn away before his eyes as
the sun warmed the stones around the hut, Jujube looked out on the Snowy Owl Mountains and won-
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dered how far he had gone from the chains of his past life. How can Jujube be High Shaman? What
the tribe would do if they found out about me? Probably kill.
“Come on! No time for daydreaming!” Shuddering at these thoughts while watching the goblins shaking off the cold to start their day, his shoulders hunched when he began thinking about his new responsibilities. Hurrying back to the chores inside, Jujube fluffed up and straightened the furs strewn
around the hut floor, then brushed off the totem carvings of various gods leaning against the walls.
Pausing when he saw the God of War, Jujube lost his focus. Chieftain very interested in my idea to
get rid of necromancers. The Dark Ones are destroying everything. Draining crystals and making
more zombies is not right. Tribe must fight them.
“It’s time for Mixer’s punishment!”
“Fssstz!” The spiritual energy staff made a buzzing crackle. Pretending that the noise was the magic
staff responding to his words, the goblin smiled back at it. Though the escape from the ogre shaman’s
lair was still fresh in his mind, some familiar routines were hard to forget. When he explored the goblin
shaman’s hut on his second morning as High Shaman, he discovered that the totems had energy that
regenerated each day and he used them to refill the magic staff, replacing Mixer altogether. Pulling
the staff out from behind his back, Jujube aimed it at the totem then danced and sang as it performed
its draining. “Jujube can’t ♪ go ♪ just yet! It’s time ♪ for Mixer’s ♪ punish ♪ met!” Taunting the goblin
deity carvings, he pretended it was his half-orc nemesis.
“That old goblin high shaman did not think Jujube good enough to be shaman. Look at me now!” Finishing his morning ritual while trying not to think about the Chieftain, he gazed at the magic staff with
affection, grasping it like a child holds a doll. “Come, you. We must check on Mor-o-win.”
“First we get food.” Feet slapping against the floor as he plodded towards the cupboards tucked in a
small room next to the common area, Jujube positioned the staff behind his back, looping it in his belt
so he could grab a tray of food. Every day he celebrated his escape with the young elf girl and crazy
wizard whom he now cared for, but the end of their journey was still confusing to him. How did I kill
the high shaman and inherit his hut and riches? The gods must have been working with me! I bet I
am their favorite! Or maybe there is someone helping me here! But who?
Being the high shaman of the village gave him access to the best food and his larder was always well
stocked. Tossing a handful of dried berries into his mouth, Jujube smacked his lips while preparing a
simple breakfast for the others. Loading the tray full of dried fruits and nuts, he sauntered towards the
back of the large hut while whistling a tuneless air, his feet sliding and slapping out a rhythm on the
floor.
“I’m awake!” Acknowledging Jujube from inside the first room, a female voice yelled out to him in the
common Allegiance tongue.
“Mor-o-win! You promised to practice speaking in Shard.” Moving the tent flap up to enter her room,
he knew better than to start the elf girl’s day with a lecture, but wondered if she would ever fit in with
this goblin tribe. Being stubborn and showing no interest in learning the goblin traditions was hindering her “I brought breakfast. It is time to eat!”
“Yes, high shaman!” Speaking in the Shard tongue for his benefit alone, Morrowyn grasped the elf
prayer beads she had made in her spare time, hiding them under her pillow so Jujube wouldn’t see.
Smiling and wide-eyed, the elf girl with long golden blond hair sat up from her bed of furs and studied
the old goblin bringing her food. They had been here over a month and the reality of where she now
lived was still sinking in. Anticipating his arrival every morning, she wrapped herself in the apprentice
robes covered with goblin prayer beads. Grabbing them for Jujube’s benefit, she felt out of place and
they both knew it. He looks as funny dressed as high shaman as I look dressed as a goblin. Jujube
means well, but I need to be nicer to him for saving my life.
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“Have you finished making the healing draughts for the tribe, Mor-o-win?” The smile on the face of
his young apprentice shaman made it obvious to him that she was warming up to her role. The idea
to make her his apprentice hadn’t been well received by the rest of the goblins, but he hoped in time
they would accept her. She was already contributing by providing the tribe with healing draughts. Being useful would take her far. Drawing a deep breath, he could smell her cauldron bubbling and stewing over the glowing red coals of the hearth as soon as he walked into her room.
“I made all the potions!” Jumping off her bed, Morrowyn accepted the tray from the goblin and began
eating without waiting.
“Oh apprentice, you are not finished. This important work is never done.” Hinting was most effective,
and it had taken Jujube a long time to learn that Morrowyn was sensitive to his manner and tone. She
gave a far better response when he was less critical and harsh. Dancing around the room as she ate,
the goblin acted out his previous morning ritual with Mixer for her amusement. “Your cauldron is still
brewing. Draughts need pouring. The Chieftain will be asking for many … more… POTIONS!”
“Don’t worry, master. I’ll finish them soon!” Morrowyn laughed, stretching and adjusting to the cool
morning air. She sensed that Jujube never doubted her sincerity and seemed unaware of her inability
to let go of her elf heritage.
“Jujube can’t ♪ go ♪ just yet! It’s time ♪ for Mixer’s ♪ punish ♪ met!” Sliding the magic staff out from
behind his back, Jujube danced closer to his apprentice, pushing it out in front of him.
“Oh thank you Jujube!” Seeing him pull out the staff, she readied herself to accept the injection of
more magical energy so she could practice more shaman spells. The goblin’s preaching was tiresome, but she found the new spells he was teaching her enthralling.
“Hee hee hee! This doesn’t hurt, does it?” Pointing the staff at Morrowyn, Jujube imbued her with a
heavy dose of magical energy. Knowing that the process wasn’t painful, he danced out of her room
looking for his other companions when the staff had finished.
“As soon as I finish practicing and making the potions I will help you with chores!” Calling after him
as he walked out, Morrowyn had no trouble admitting that she had grown to care for the older goblin.
It wasn’t hard to understand that his idea to make her his shaman apprentice was keeping her alive
amongst this tribe of goblins. I just wish I could wear what I wanted. This outfit and beads are so
strange to me!
“All done, you!” Addressing the magic staff, Jujube watched it shimmer and pulse as the energy
swirled inside it. With the morning visit to his potion-maker complete, the goblin paused outside her
room.
Jujube couldn’t remember being as happy as he was right now. Wondering how long this run of good
fortune would last, to this point in his life happy moments had been scarce. Focusing on the magic
staff always brought his smile back. Things seemed different now and luck was on his side. I wish I
could see the future!
“Wiz is next!” Snapping out of his daydream, Jujube plodded towards the adjacent doorway, forgetting
all about his worries for the moment.
Sliding the hide panel aside, Jujube peered into the room to make sure the human wizard was on
his fur blankets close to the back wall. Sitting cross-legged and content, his eyes closed and facing
the entrance, the wizard’s long dirty gray and brown hair and beard looked the same as always. Still
wrapped in what was once a dark purple wizard’s robe, the tattered cloth was now more brown than
any other color, but Wiz insisted on wearing it. Grinning when the tent flap opened, just like every day
the crazy wizard was thrilled to see Jujube peering at him this morning.
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“Hello goblin! Are you checking in on me again?” Wiz knew Jujube would be bringing him food and
while the wizard might be crazy, he wasn’t stupid. Wiz was appreciative of his care.
“Goblin likes me, doesn’t he?” Being out of the ogre’s prison, Wiz was more positive than ever. Jujube still kept him chained to a wooden pole, but the wizard understood the reasons why. The goblins
would never accept a human wandering around their village on his own. Wiz wasn’t ready to die just
yet.
“Wiz feeling good today?” Plopping down next to the human on his bed of fur blankets, Jujube felt
relaxed in the wizard’s company. If it wasn’t for the shackles, they looked and sounded like two old
friends catching up on current events.
“Wiz feels good every day, goblin!”
Unlocking the shackles, Jujube watched the old wizard rub his wrists and ankles. Appearing much
healthier since they arrived, Jujube saw definite improvements in his overall outlook. The fits and outbursts and headaches were becoming a thing of the past.
At first Jujube had continued draining the wizard daily to keep the staff full, but once he figured out
that using the totems would provide all the energy needed, he could bother Wiz less often. When he
did, it was far more gentle.
“You’ve come to take me away?” Jumping up and down with excitement, Wiz knew that the goblin
was taking him out of his cell today. It was a chance for him to enjoy some limited freedom and spend
time with his old friend.
“You help Jujube today. Come, you. Sweep floors.” Jujube smiled to himself as the wizard went to
grab the broom. He enjoyed getting help from the human whenever he could, as finishing the chores
faster gave him more time to prepare for his duties as high shaman.
“Oh, goblin! Today will be a good day!”
Nearing the last room on his checklist, Jujube stomped his feet down the hallway. Pulling back the
flap in the entrance, as his eyes adjusted he saw movement in the shadows. The magic bones on
the floor in the corner of the room were waking up and as he watched, the pale white pile animated,
assembling itself into a full skeleton. The completed rack of bones stood, swaying back and forth,
awaiting his command.
“Bones, go back to sleep!” Pointing the magic staff, Jujube activated its draining power. It pulled out
its magic energy and the skeleton fell to the ground in a heap. Escaping with Bones was another
good idea!
By the time Jujube got back to the common area, Wiz already had the sweeping well underway. With
the broom flying back and forth, he was humming a familiar merry tune with no beginning or end.
Watching the wizard work, the goblin marveled at how far they had come but how little some things
had changed. Still shaking his head, he grabbed some food for himself and the wizard, carrying it to
the table.
“Oh goblin, that smells good!” Stomach growling after his vigorous sweeping, Wiz wandered over to
the table, staring at the tray of fruits, nuts and fatty meat.
“Come sit!” said Jujube, inviting him to the meal. Carving some meat from the large smoky chunk, he
divided it between them. Living with ogres for as long as he had, Jujube had forgotten many things
about his own culture. Goblin recipes were a welcome change as he remembered the unique flavors
and spicy kick of his people’s cuisine. Watching the wizard with amusement, the old human finished
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his meat and began licking the utensils while waiting for more. Jujube sliced another portion for himself, stuffing the large morsels into his mouth. Tossing a few small pieces to Wiz, he got up to begin
clearing their mess, humming to himself as he worked. It’s going to be a good day!
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III
Barsoom
“My only child! He’s burning with fever. You are a healer! You must save him!” The boy was twelve
and struggling to stay alive. His middle-aged mother still wore her mop cap over her mousy brown
hair, her apron hanging around her waist even though it was hours since cooking supper.
“Send for the priest. There is nothing more I can do.” Turning away in defeat, the healer collected his
herbs and instruments. A recent uptick in these cases was exposing the limits of his abilities, and he
was beginning to think that another vocation might serve him better. Placing a hand on the shoulder
of the boy’s father, the healer’s gesture had no effect. The man was a bit older than his wife, muscular
and balding, his fishing gear providing a clue of where this trouble had started.
Blaming himself for insisting that his son accompany him out on the Great Sea for one more fishing
trip, the man knew the icy cold winds would whip the wet air against them, soaking them to the bone.
Any coastlander would have advised against this trip, but they needed the extra money that one more
boatload of fish would bring. Now his son was paying the ultimate price for that decision, his lungs
poisoned with rot. I can’t let my child die!
“Harold! You must do something!” Shouting and crying her anguish, Daria’s voice shook him from his
internal dialogue. No longer caring about any of the possible repercussions, it was time to act.
“He won’t be with us much longer, so I suggest you hurry. I’ll be back for my payment in a few days.”
This was part of his job that he hated the most. In spite of not being able to help the child, he still
needed to eat. Pulling his hat down over his ears, the healer dropped his eyes and headed for the
door.
“Don’t worry, healer… I’ll get the priest right away.” Staring at the tracks of the tears on Daria’s face,
Harald recalled their conversation from earlier in the day before the healer arrived. There was no
longer any choice. Hugging her, trying to imbue her with some of his physical strength, he kissed her
forehead. Without a moment’s more hesitation, Harald threw on his coat and hat, rushing out the door
in the healer’s footsteps.
Dark and snow-packed streets or cold blustery winds were not slowing him tonight as Harald headed
away from the harbor. Flickering street lamps made the trek possible and in no time Harald was turning the corner to his destination. Recalling the conversation regarding the king’s Necromancer Proclamation he had with his friends at the bar, he shook his head in disgust. He was unwilling to believe
what he was about to do. Not trusting necromancers, he saw them as demon worshippers, arguing
with the others in the bar who tried to defend them. Now he needed to make a pact with those same
unnatural casters to work their dark magic and save his son. Reaching the entrance to the morgue,
he took a deep breath and then, picturing his son dying, began pounding on the double doors. He had
already resolved to stay there until someone let him in.
“Yes? What is it? Come on, man. I don’t have all night. Speak!” Hoping that whoever was at the door
would go away after getting no response, the continuing pounding began disrupting Sigmund’s train
of thought. For weeks, Lenowyn Malaka and Tabatha Shadowsong had been staying with him so he
could try and figure out a way to counteract the Curse of the Undead. When Lenowyn lay dying in
King Ferrus’s tomb, Tabatha had used magic to keep her soul trapped inside the now undead body.
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Arriving in Barsoom, they turned to Sigmund to see if his advanced skills as a seasoned necromancer could return her to normal. He was about to begin another round of experimentations before the
pounding began, apologizing to Lenowyn before addressing the disruption at the door.
“Sir, my son is dying. My wife told me you necromancers have a way of keeping his soul from leaving
us.”
“Well, my good man. I am busy at the moment!” Refusing to open the door any wider than necessary,
Sigmund brushed the dirt from his lab coat. Straightening his spectacles, the necromancer stood firm.
“Please! I have money. He is our only son and it’s all my fault that he is dying. My wife will be inconsolable if he should go away forever!”
“Sigmund if you don’t help him I will!” Sliding her glasses up into her dark brown hair, Tabatha could
hear the pain and sorrow in the man’s voice and it reminded her of the agony she’d felt when an old
friend had died not long ago. As the discoverer of how to keep someone’s soul from leaving once
they’d died, saving this boy from dying would be easy. At least then they might be able to help him
later when they figured out how to reverse the Curse.
“Tabatha, this has to stop. This will be the tenth person in one month! We can’t save everyone.”
Wiping his hands on his lab coat, Sigmund’s argument was weak and he knew it. “Look, you’ve seen
what’s going on. The undead are getting difficult to manage even with the new elixir we have concocted.”
“We’ll take care of the zombies here, Sigmund. Please help this man’s family!”
Sigmund sighed while throwing on his great coat, stepping out into the cold night. Surprising the man
standing at the door, he motioned for him to lead the way to the home where he could trap the ailing
boy’s soul before he died.
“Come on, then! Let’s not waste any more time!”

***
“That should do it!” Wrapping up the experiment and pushing back his glasses, Sigmund paid little attention to Lenowyn and Tabatha conversing behind him. The disheveled dark brown hair and tall thin
body added to the awkward air that he projected. A loner by nature, any of his guests understood that
about him and they gave him his space. Raising the vial of blue liquid into the light, he presented it for
Lenowyn’s consumption. “Let’s hope this concoction will do the trick.”
“This one is a nicer color at least!” Brushing a few red strands of hair back from her face, Lenowyn
jiggled the serum in the glass tube. She had tried over twenty different iterations, but experienced limited success so far. It was a frustrating process for someone unfamiliar with experimentation. The elf
was anxious to have her body return to normal though, so she downed the potion without hesitation.
It was hard for anyone not to notice that even as a zombie she had an exotic mystique about her. She
wore a black hooded cloak and her purple dress was skintight, accentuating her toned elven features.
“Darn it, Lenowyn. I can still control you.” Watching her friend’s pale complexion returning to normal
as she drank the potion, Tabatha gave Lenowyn a mental tug to see if she remained undead and
found little change. She had mixed feelings about Sigmund’s search for a cure. There was no doubt
that Tabatha wanted Lenowyn to be her old self. As her primary caregiver, whenever her skin started
rotting that tie guaranteed the elf would always be around. It was selfish to feel that way but it was a
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truth she could not deny.
“Give it a chance, Tabatha. You know these things can take time.” Sigmund was certain that this time
they would have a larger degree of success. “That blue elixir is the liquid distillation of spiritual energy.
I used energy crystals to create it!”
“I do feel different. My whole body is tingling!” Watching the skin tightening on her hands and arms,
Lenowyn could sense the suppleness returning. “Tab, pass me that mirror!”
“Do you believe it’s working, Lenowyn?”
“I think so!” Admiring her reflection, in her excitement Lenowyn turned to Tabatha and hugged her.
“Let me have a look.” Probing the elf assassin’s mind, Sigmund found that he was still able to control her. It was elating to have some success, but he struggled to hide his disappointment. It was not
working as well as he had hoped and he was running out of ideas. “Well, it’s not perfect but it appears
we have made some level of progress this time!”
“What do you mean? Am I still undead?”
“I’m afraid so.” Shrugging his shoulders, Sigmund was not one to lie. “But this version has revitalized
you. This spiritual energy potion will bring your body back to normal at least for a short period. It will
be interesting to see how long it lasts.”
“How long it lasts?” Trying to hide her tears, no longer having her body in a constant state of rot was
good news but finding a permanent solution was what Lenowyn cared about the most.
“Oh, come on, you look great Lenowyn!” Wiping a small tear away, Tabatha was happy for her friend
to at least have a means of keeping her body from returning to its wilted appearance. “We just have to
figure out how often you need to top this up and you’ll be able to maintain yourself forever!”
Poking at Lenowyn’s shoulder with a small needle, Sigmund tested her skin’s reaction. “There is no
doubt it is slowing the rotting effects. If someone didn’t already know about your condition, they would
be unable to detect them.”
“Lenowyn do you know what this means? You were telling me about having urges to drain energy
from the living. With this potion you can at least stave that off.”
“I know, it’s just…” Looking at herself again in the mirror, trying to absorb everything that had transpired, she saw her normal beautiful body. But knowing that the rot would return her to the zombie
state made it hard to feel encouraged. “You’re right the urge for spiritual energy has softened.”
“That is excellent news!” Now I can at least address the core issue of their lust for spiritual energy.
Staring down the hallway, Sigmund found the moaning of the zombies he kept locked up in his lab
horrifying and distracting. The number of undead under his control was becoming a serious problem.
Enveloped in the Curse of the Undead, anyone in Hathaway that died became a zombie focusing on
draining the living of their life essence. This potion presented at least an alternative to them killing the
innocent. “I must inform the King of this development. I’m guessing that the demand for spiritual energy potions will take off as soon as we make its existence known. Being the hub for trade, Barsoom
will be in a good position to profit from this invention.”
“It looks as if you might get rich, Sigmund!” Tabatha spoke with genuine happiness for her friend. He
was a genius necromancer and deserved the accolades. “There’s no way we could have figured out a
solution like this on our own. Thank you, my friend.”
“Lenowyn I know you are disappointed about our not having found the cure.” He could tell the elf as-
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sassin was not as excited as he was and hoped that she understood that at least for now this was his
last attempt. The King was preparing an attack on the undead at the Crypt of Xeen and many of the
necromancers, including him, were being conscripted. Victory there was essential. “When I get back
from the Crypt we will continue to experiment, assuming you still have the desire. I will leave you well
stocked with potions.”
“I understand Sigmund. You are a good friend and I appreciate your help. I will make this work and I
am looking forward to more experimentation. It is an interesting process.”

***
Leading the procession of soldiers out of Barsoom, en route to the Crypt of Xeen, Count Pitre seemed
brave. Waving to the crowd from the saddle of his warhorse, he was forcing a grim smile. Bolstered
by the addition of the necromancers, the King had given orders to march against the Crypt and destroy every last one of the undead. This attack was not the best move from a strategic standpoint and
the Count knew it. It was more about relieving the political pressures exerted on them by their close
neighbor and ally. The elves’ uncommon fear and hatred for the undead had grown to a fever pitch
ever since the nightwalkers began crossing into their forests. Heeding the demand for immediate action to counter the Curse and its spread of undead, Hathaway had answered the call.
Carrying hundreds of the most skilled knights in the realm, their powerful war horses trotted along the
wide boulevard that was the main avenue of Barsoom. Protected by bright silver plate mail underneath regal blue cloaks and tunics, the knights formed a formidable host. Clerics and arcane mages
all clad in chain armor and identical regal blue tunics joined them, their holy symbols emblazoned on
their armor. Bringing up the rear of the procession, the necromancers joined the corps of foot soldiers accompanying the knights on this mission. Aside from a few flag bearers riding up front with the
knights, the rest of the flag and shield bearers took up positions in the rear. Striding alongside the
necromancers was a small group of casters and two bards for good measure. Nullifying the threat of
the Curse of the Undead and reducing casualties were the main purposes of including necromancers
in this fight, and as they marched out of Barsoom and onto the land towards Strathmore, the regular
sound of marching boots put most into a quiet contemplative state.
With most of her compatriots lost in their thoughts, Lenowyn grew bored. Never caring much for the
soldier’s life, she welcomed walking behind them with the necromancers. Surrounding her on either
side, blackened forest added to the foreboding feeling she had about going back to the Crypt. It all
added to her morose feeling, and glancing over at Tabatha marching beside her, it was hard not to admire the way she always stayed positive. This is your homeland. How can you smile when everything
has been destroyed?
“Is everything okay, Lenowyn?” Smiling at her friend, Tabatha was growing fonder of Lenowyn every
day. As their eyes met, Tabatha felt a warm feeling wash over her. Straightening her glasses, she
stared into Lenowyn’s beautiful green eyes and presented her best flirtatious look.
“Just perfect.” Distracted from her thoughts by Tabatha’s sudden attention, Lenowyn returned Tabatha’s flirty gaze with one of her own before turning away flushed and embarrassed. What am I
thinking? These feelings are not natural. The elf priestesses would not approve.
“It’s been so long since we’ve been in Strathmore. Remember the first time we met? At the graveyard?” Recognizing Lenowyn’s sudden discomfort, Tabatha waited for her to look back at her and
smiled again to offer reassurance.
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“The moment I first saw you my intuition told me you were a necromancer, but my heart clouded my
judgment.” Thinking things through with the rhythm of the marching boots, Lenowyn realized for the
first time why she didn’t follow her assassin training and kill Tabatha on that fateful day. Imagine if
I had decided to kill you, there would have been no one to save me in the crypt. One decision has
changed my life forever.
“Lenowyn, I want to ask you something. Something that’s been on my mind for a while.” Encouraged
by her friend’s tone, Tabatha was unable to hold back her feelings. Lenowyn’s long dark red silky hair
and flashes of smooth elven skin seemed to glow with life in Tabatha’s eyes. The necromantic control
of Lenowyn’s zombie body deepened the closeness of their relationship, so much so that Tabatha felt
emboldened to push the boundaries.
“What is it?” Lenowyn could feel that there was an unnatural attraction between her and Tabatha.
Unable to wrap her mind around what was happening between the two of them, she continued to fall
back on traditional dogma. Elves are a pious race, and Lenowyn’s upbringing had ingrained elven
teachings that relationships outside of the traditional are neither acceptable nor permitted by law.
“Well, we’ve known each other for some time now and I think we both know there’s something special
happening between us.” Starting off on the defense, building her case to convince Lenowyn seemed
like the best path forward. Shocked at how nervous she felt, Tabatha didn’t want to push too hard but
she had to know where things stood between them. Experience told her that if she didn’t push Lenowyn to face reality, whatever was between them might die on the vine.
Reaching over to take Lenowyn’s hand, Tabatha cleared her throat. “We’re more than just friends.
This attraction is mutual. You can’t deny it, can you?”
“No, I can’t deny it. It is true. I feel it too.” The heat from Tabatha’s hand sent a tingle up Lenowyn’s
spine. She wasn’t going to lie about her feelings but at the same time she needed more time to sort
through the conflicts in her head. Her smile was shallow as she replied. “Tabby, I’ve never cared
about anyone else the way I care about you, but I’m not ready to take things any further than this
friendship that we have right now.”
“This friendship that we have … what?” Her heart sinking like a stone, Tabatha tried pulling her hand
back but Lenowyn was gripping her tighter. Eyes welling with tears, emotion began to get the better of
her. “Lenowyn, I don’t understand what’s confusing you. Why can’t you just accept me?”
“Tabatha, don’t push this now. Wait until we are alone!” Noticing that they were attracting attention,
Lenowyn began shutting down. Embarrassed and angry, she glared at anyone close to them who
appeared to be listening.
Walking faster to intervene before this got out of hand, Sigmund stepped closer with good intentions.
“Hey Tabatha, we’re almost at Strathmore. I can’t wait to get some sleep tonight.” It was an awkward
interruption, but Sigmund was hoping it would help defuse the obvious argument before it became
public.
“Sigmund! I don’t care about Strathmore right now!” Speaking louder than she meant, Tabatha saw
many eyes turn towards the sound of her voice. Closing her eyes, there was no walking this back
now.
“Tabatha! Can we talk about this when we are in a more private place? I can help you to understand
what I’m thinking.”
“That’s fine, Lenowyn. I need some time to think as well. Actually, it’s probably best if you don’t come
with us on this mission.”
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“Tabatha! Are you serious? You can use my help at the crypt and besides, how am I going to manage
without your help?” Holding back her anger, this was not how Lenowyn wanted their relationship to
play out. She knew that the reason for her hesitation was her upbringing. Elven spirituality dictated
most of her thinking, and although she was trying to learn new ways, it was a long slow process. “Tabatha please. I don’t want you to go alone. I don’t want to be alone.”
“I’m sorry Lenowyn, but I need this for me. I think it’s the best thing for both of us right now.” Fighting
back her emotions was impossible with this drama playing out for everyone within earshot. “You can
stay at my house at the cemetery and Sigmund’s potion will keep you from rotting until I get back. We
can continue this conversation then if you’re still interested.” With those words Tabatha marched to
the front of the column, not looking back at or speaking to Lenowyn again.
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Hope you enjoyed it.
Don’t forget to subscribe to our newsletter at
www.heroesofkarth.com!
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